
MOVING FORWARD 

Can you feel it? Positivity is in the air…  

Sydney appears on track to fully vaccinate 70 per cent of the 

population by mid-October – and we hope it will get to 80 per cent and 

even higher shortly thereafter. In fact, Sydney is leading the country with 

high vaccination rates and an acceptance that Covid-zero is no longer a 

viable strategy. Some say, we have the chance to become a world leader 

once again by getting the vaccination rate up quickly. 

Our communities are excited to be heading in the right direction with 

regard to moving life outdoors, with more permission to gather and 

spend time outside in clear sight.  

In this issue of FRAME, we want to celebrate how far we’ve come as a city 

and highlight how brands are playing a role in keeping us safe, 

productive and connected and looking to the future with confidence.
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The feeling of positivity is in the air, and very soon double-jabbed 

Australians can literally be in the air, flying.  Qantas’ ‘Fly away’ 

campaign tugs hard at the heartstrings of travel-deprived Australians 

longing to fly, as a means of reuniting with loved ones, exploration, 

and that long-awaited break. Qantas has always strived to represent 

the Spirit of Australia with an authentic voice and are now doing their 

bit to fight for a common good, rewarding those who get vaccinated 

as a key enabler to travel.  The inspiring and emotionally charged 

campaign uses impactful, high-reaching JCDecaux assets to inspire 

Australians with powerful storytelling, giving hope and optimism for 

a future of travel freedom.

FLY AWAY 

Watch video

Glimpses of hope 
return to the aviation 
industry as Qantas 
flight attendant slips 
on uniform for first 
time since March 2020

EMOTIONAL MESSAGE TO DRIVE  
VACCINATIONS IN KEY AREAS 

We can’t wait to give our families a big hug and hang out with friends! JCDecaux is proud to have partnered 

with the Western Sydney Private Health Network, whose campaign uses emotive triggers to connect with 

West and South Western Sydney communities, encouraging action to fight COVID: getting tested, staying 

home, and of course getting vaccinated. The campaign cuts through with simple, bold, motivational 

messaging, tapping into our altruistic desires to keep our family and friends safe. See you outdoors soon!

News has never been easier to consume. Rather than having to search, social media 

now seamlessly integrates news into our feeds, curating the information we are 

exposed to based on articles we have previously consumed. While convenient, our 

opinions and beliefs are frequently reinforced and rarely challenged. In its latest 

brand campaign, ‘Minds Wide Open’ The Sydney Morning Herald and The Age bring 

brand purpose to the fore, championing the benefits of tuning into di�erent 

perspectives and highlighting the “role both mastheads play in sparking public 

debate and discussion in Australia”.  

To bring this powerful campaign to life, Nine Publishing leveraged a combination of 

JCDecaux Transit and Street Furniture across NSW and Victoria. Megasides drove 

reach and impact, while Smartframes and XTrack TV captured audience attention and 

increased engagement in targeted, high-tra�c urban environments. 

ALBERT EINSTEIN

THE MEASURE OF INTELLIGENCE 
IS THE ABILITY TO CHANGE

Watch video

ARE WE THERE YET?

According to KPMG, over the last decade 90% of total trips made by Australians remained domestic, 

so it’s no wonder that Tourism & Events Queensland is using JCDecaux Programmatic to encourage us 

to hop in our cars and get moving again. 

Tapping into the flexibility of JCDecaux Programmatic to dial up the campaign as confidence 

continues to increase, it’s time to hit the road in paradise. 

of eligible Australians have received 2 jabs at the time of writing) 
our Aussie wanderlust begins to return, and a certain confidence 

is coming back to car trips. 

As vaccination numbers continue to climb (over

44%

SIP & STEP  
FOR MENTAL HEALTH 

MOOD TEA

BLACK DOG INSTITUTE

BUSINESS SUPPORT  
TAKES CENTRE STAGE

DID SOMEBODY SAY ALFRESCO?

We can’t ignore how lockdowns are impacting our mental health, from the challenges of isolation, fear for 

loved ones and ongoing uncertainty, it is no surprise that mental strains have been significant. The pandemic 

has driven a surge in demand for mental health support services.  As we move through this together, help is 

at hand for those who need it. JCDecaux are proud to support some incredible mental health charities, 

committed to saving lives, every day.   

A purpose-driven tea brand has been brewed up by Australia’s brightest media, marketing and creative minds to 

help fight youth suicide. In an industry first, this social enterprise brand, fronted by UnLtd has launched a 

multimillion pro-bono campaign featuring JCDecaux’s quali-tea Digital Large Format and Smartframe networks. 

You can ‘sip selflessly’, knowing all profits go towards funding youth mental health projects. 

Black Dog, a major partner of JCDecaux’s HEART programme have just launched their latest campaign ‘One Foot 

Forward’ with suburban skewed Street Furniture, encouraging individuals and businesses to walk in support of 

the one in five people who experience symptoms of mental ill-health every year.  

Get walking this October 

E-commerce and business support software is an industry that is constantly growing and shifting, with 

businesses now having an expanse of technology right at their fingertips to help run the show. 

  

We’ve seen a raft of great campaigns lately, with fin-tech brands leveraging Out-of-Home to build awareness 

and di�erentiation in a fast-moving, highly competitive category. Partnering with JCDecaux, both Square and 

AMEX have continued to display several vibrant and unique creatives across Classic Large Format, helping to 

bring attention to their o�erings and elevate their brands. Meanwhile, web hosting company GoDaddy 

featured heavily across our Transit network with a campaign supporting their partnership with the Australian 

Olympic Team, solidifying their presence in the Australian market. 

$12.25M 
invested by the Government to support access to mental health 

services in NSW during these difficult times

 Source: www.health.gov.au 

Shop MOOD tea

Without the generosity of 
organisations such as 
JCDecaux, we wouldn’t be 
able to deliver the 
valuable evidence-based 
research that helps us 
better understand and 
treat mental ill-health

“

Tasman Cassim, Black Dog Institute 

Senior Manager – Partnerships

If you have feedback or suggestions, please 
get in touch at TheFrame@jcdecaux.com 
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With 266 outdoor dining zones already approved by the City of Sydney, our dreams of alfresco dining are 

soon to be a reality. The streets of Sydney will thrive with live entertainment, gigs and performances, 

transforming outdoor spaces now and into the future.  

Getting vaccinated is an 
important step that every 
Australian can take that 
brings us that little bit 
closer to life as we knew 
it. As the national carrier, 
we want to recognise 
those who have made the 
e�ort to protect 
themselves and the 
community”. 

“

Alan Joyce, Qantas Chief Executive O�cer. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4o9_AK1Kcyo&ab_channel=Qantas
https://www.tiktok.com/@erinlouisecamilleri/video/7004744133554425090?is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=7005725674573481474
https://campaignbrief.com/the-sydney-morning-herald-and-the-age-launch-minds-wide-open-brand-campaign-via-bmf/
https://mood.org.au/collections/all
https://backtrack.org.au/
https://www.batyr.com.au/
https://thesebastianfoundation.org/
https://www.onefootforward.org.au/?utm_source=g&utm_medium=paid&utm_campaign=14418919095&gclid=CjwKCAjwvuGJBhB1EiwACU1AiSJ3FeUrLYN_xOQLBHChzOy-j9iwpz7rMP_f9KO2DRTzf9kenlqUKRoC9WoQAvD_BwE



